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Teaching fractions through the multiple intelligences
Abstract
Fractions are frequently used in daily life. However, many students have difficulty learning fraction
concepts. In addition, some students begin the study of fractions with negative impressions.
The writer of this article uses Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences to address the difficulties
students face in learning fraction concepts. Dr. Howard Gardner, the creator of the Theory of Multiple
Intelligences (Ml Theory), believes that it is unfair to teach all students in the same way. Students need
opportunities to solve relevant problems that are meaningful to their everyday lives. Rather than
concentrating on singular viewpoints and exclusive answers when studying concepts, allowing for a
variety of perspectives and numerous solutions tends to engage more children in active thinking and
learning. It needs to be accepted that authentic education cannot be carried out in a homogeneous
setting when, in fact, all people learn differently.
The activities developed in the created unit incorporate Ml approaches, allowing students to make
choices about the way they learn fractions and to explore and discover connections between concepts
and real life applications.
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ABSTRACT
Fractions are frequently used in daily life. However, many students have
difficulty learning fraction concepts. In addition, some students begin the study
of fractions with negative impressions.
The writer of this article uses Howard Gardner's theory of multiple
intelligences to address the difficulties students face in learning fraction
concepts. Dr. Howard Gardner, the creator of the Theory of Multiple
Intelligences (Ml Theory), believes that it is unfair to teach all students in the
same way. Students need opportunities to solve relevant problems that are
meaningful to their everyday lives. Rather than concentrating on singular
viewpoints and exclusive answers when studying concepts, allowing for a
variety of perspectives and numerous solutions tends to engage more children
in active thinking and learning. It needs to be accepted that authentic education
cannot be carried out in a homogeneous setting when, in fact, all people learn
differently. The activities developed in the created unit incorporate Ml
approaches, allowing students to make choices about the way they learn
fractions and to explore and discover connections between concepts and real
life applications.
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Have you heard groans from students when the word "fractions" is
mentioned? Or is it their facial expressions that send you delving into books
and other resources to find interesting ways to teach this concept? Classroom
teachers are constantly seeking ways to improve student attitudes toward
fractions and easing the "fraction blues." Because of negative student
perceptions of learning about fractions, a proactive teacher might ask: What are
critical considerations for designing a curriculum to enhance student enjoyment
and discovery of fraction concepts?
In many classrooms there is a diverse range of student abilities and
intelligences. Offering a variety of activities that deal with fraction concepts may
interest even reluctant learners. A possible solution to the "fraction blues" is to
implement the Multiple Intelligence (Ml) theory to help students understand and
internalize these skills in meaningful ways. This article provides some practical
suggestions for implementing Howard Gardner's Multiple Intelligence Theory as
a procedure to help students explore fraction concepts. With the many diverse
strengths, talents, and skills children possess, providing activities that meet
these individual needs may bring about a better understanding or comfort level
when dealing with fraction concepts. Teachers might even see students having
some fun while learning fractions in this way!
Multiple Intelligence (Ml) Theory
Dr. Howard Gardner, a developmental psychologist and professor at
Harvard University, created the Theory of Multiple Intelligences (Gardner 1993;
1983). Originally he defined seven intelligences that he feels are as
fundamental as those traditionally considered in standard IQ scores. He
believes that schools and society need to shift their thinking from how smart are
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children to how children are smart. Gardner views intelligence as the ability to

solve problems, the ability to pose new problems, and the ability to fashion a
product or provide a service which is valued in one or more cultural settings
(Gardner, 1993). This view does not quantify intelligence but rather points out
that intelligence is highly contextual.
The theory of multiple intelligences supports the idea that individual
differences are important. It also recognizes and respects the different ways in
which individuals learn and each person's special interests and God-given
talents (Jasmine, 1996). The Ml theory is described more as a philosophy of
education and an attitude toward learning rather than a "set program of fixed
techniques and strategies" (Armstrong, 1994, p. x). Thus, educators are offered
opportunities to adapt the principles in creative ways to any type of educational
setting.
Armstrong (1994) identifies four key points to the Ml model that are
important to keep in mind. The first point he makes is that each person has
aptitude in all seven intelligences. The Ml theory does not propose that we
were born with a certain potential for intelligence. Instead, the theory alludes
that each person has capacities in all seven intelligences. The intelligences
function together uniquely for each person. Some people may function at very
high levels in most or all of the intelligences. Others may function at low levels
in most or all of the intelligences. Most people fall between these opposite ends
of the continuum for each of the seven intelligences.
The second point is that most people can develop each intelligence to a
proficient level of competency. Gardner posits that almost anyone has the
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ability to develop all seven intelligences to a fairly high level of performance if
given appropriate instruction, encouragement, and enrichment.
Armstrong suggests that intelligences are always interacting with each
other. Gardner points out that intelligences do not exist by themselves (except
possibly in savants and brain injured individuals). Otherwise, intelligences
usually work together in intricate ways. Armstrong (1994) provides one
example of this interaction: "To cook a meal, one must read the recipe
(linguistic), possibly divide the recipe in half (logical-mathematical), develop a
menu that satisfies all members of a family (interpersonal), and placate one's
own appetite as well (intrapersonal)" (p. 12).
The final key point suggests there is a variety of ways to be intelligent
within each category. There are no set characteristics a person must possess to
be considered intelligent in a certain area. A person who is unable to read may
be highly linguistic because he or she is able to tell a story orally using quite a
range of vocabulary. A person may not be able to sew dresses or create woodworking products but may be kinesthetically intelligent on the football field or at
dancing. The Ml theory stresses the variety of ways in which a person shows
his or her talents within the intelligences.
Gardner has identified seven intelligences at this point. The table below
(see Table 1) summarizes the name of each intelligence and its traits.
Armstrong has constructed sample teaching activities and instructional
.strategies for each intelligence.

Insert Table 1 about here
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Ml Fractions: An Approach
The strategy selected to teach the Ml fraction concepts was the learning
center. This type of approach provided students ownership of their learning and
allowed them to work at their own pace. It also gave me facilitation time as the
students worked in the centers. I worked with individuals and small groups to
give help. This also was a time for me to evaluate progress of students and
record observations.
Seven learning centers were created with the following fraction
objectives in mind:
* fraction of a whole
* fraction of a set
* equivalent fractions
* comparing fractions

These seven centers provided students learning activities engaging the seven
intelligences.
The selected activities can be presented in a variety of ways. They can
be introduced separately and taught with the respective fraction objectives, or
they can be set up as centers. Students could choose the centers in which they
would learn about fraction concepts or they could rotate around to each center
with the teacher using a bell to indicate when it is time to move. In my fourth
grade classroom, students chose the centers in which they wanted to work.
Each of the fraction objectives was taught before the centers were
introduced. The lessons involved manipulatives, stories and activities,
kinesthetic activities, and thought provoking questions.
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I found two important factors that must be addressed in setting up
multiple intelligence activities in a center-based environment. The first factor is
to be sure the activities are well-managed and organized . Special care should
be taken to assure that there are enough materials in each center. With
students working at their own pace and moving from center to center, it is
important to have materials readily available. The second factor is the positive
benefits that accrue from providing students with an introduction to the Ml
theory. If students are not aware of the Ml theory it should be introduced to them
before starting the fraction activities.
Each of the seven multiple intelligence activities was introduced
intermittently throughout the week before the actual Ml fraction centers were
made available. A bulletin board was displayed with the specific directions and
Ml symbols relating to the intelligences being used. Being reminded of what to
· do also helped students when it came to doing the activities within each center,
especially since students progressed through the centers at their own rates.
Each student kept a daily log to keep track of progress and any questions
he or she encountered each day. Students were encouraged to ask questions
or make comments about their activity that were not addressed during center
time. The logs also helped me to know how far students had progressed in the
activity or activities that particular day. I answered by writing notes to the
individual about what had been observed on that day and answered questions
that student may have asked.
Learning Centers
Each of the seven math centers was associated with one of Gardner's
intelligences. The title, or name of each center matched the seven different
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intelligences. The centers were set up around the classroom in order for
students to work independently or in cooperative groups. Students chose
which center or centers to work in each day. Each center contained the
materials needed and the directions for students to follow.

Linguistic Fractions

Materials needed: Fraction number line, sticky notes, newspapers
Hang up a paper number line in the classroom. Divide it up into four equal
sections. Label each line: 1/4

1/2

3/4

Directions: Read through newspaper articles. Circle all the fractions that
you find. On sticky notes, write down the individual sentences that contain the
fractions. Go to the fraction number line and decide where that sticky note
should hang by looking at the fraction in the sentence. (Students also looked at
percentages and decimals and plotted these on the number line.)

Kinesthetic Fractions

Materials needed: Paper to trace the chosen item, which will act as the "ruler",
record sheet
Directions: Artists use fractions to help them to draw.
Leonardo da Vinci, an Italian artist who lived
from 1452-1519, used fractions to make body
measurements. He found that his arm was
four hand lengths long. Like Leonardo, you
can invent a fraction of your own.
(Houghton Mifflin, 1991, p.160)
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1. Use a body part or an item in the room to create your own "ruler".
Estimate how many (item) tall you are. What fraction of your height is your

item?
2. Now make a paper "ruler'' of your item. Measure your height with it.
How tall are you using your created "ruler?"
3. Compare your fraction with others who used the same part of the body
or item to make the ruler. What can you say about how a person's body part or
item compares with that person's height? Explain what you've found. Measure
other things in the room with your creative ruler. Do not forget to estimate first,
then get the true measurement. Write a fraction of how that "ruler" compares
with the item you measured. Record information on the provided student record
sheet.
(Used and adapted with permission from Houghton Mifflin, 1991, p. 161)

. Logical Fractions

Materials needed: Written clues to help identify the mystery fractions.
Directions: Identify the mystery fractions by matching these fractions to
the clues given. Some of the fractions will not be used. Reveal the hidden
identities.
Example: My numerator is between 7 and 12. My denominator is less than 12
and is a multiple of 3. I am greater than 2/3. What is my name? _ _ __
1/3

8/9

9/10 3/4

5/6

3/6
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Spatial Fractions

Materials needed: Geometrical shapes, colored construction paper, scissors,
glue
Directions: Use many different geometrical shapes. Trace them on
black, white, or both colors of paper. Cut them out. Decide what fractional unit
you will divide them into equally (eighths, thirds, tenths, etc.). You may need to
fold your pattern first to see if the parts are truly equal. Carefully cut these
shapes apart into the equal fractional parts you decided on. Now arrange them
· on a colored background paper to create a picture. Then glue on these pieces
the way you like best. Tell no one how you divided them. We will have to figure
that out for ourselves by looking at your picture. Shhhh! Do not tell a soul!!
These pictures will be hung up with an index card below. You will look at
the pictures and decide how all the shapes are equally cut. Write down your
guess on the index cards.

Musical Fractions

Materials needed: Sticks, bells (or other rhythmic instruments), record sheet
Directions: Using what you have learned in music class about eighth
notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes create a rhythmic beat. This
activity should be in 4/4 time. Remember each measure gets four counts. You
can use either the sticks or the bells to play your rhythmic beat. Create many
different beats. Add words to make it more creative. You may even add a scale
and create your own tune! Record your creation.
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Interpersonal Fractions

Materials needed: Cookbooks, paper for taking notes, 8 oz. jars with labels
taken off and no measurement increments, paper cut to the height of the jars,
spoons that are equal to 1.tsp.
Directions: Work with three or four other people on this project. Look
through cookbooks for a recipe to make. It must contain many fractional
measurements within it. After deciding which recipe your group would like to
make, get your teacher's approval. Decide who will bring which ingredients
and necessary bowls, spoons, etc. You do not need to bring measuring cups or
measuring spoons.
In order to make your recipe, you'll need to measure out ingredients. To
do this you may only use the container given to you by your teacher. There will
be no measurements on it. You only have plain white pieces of paper that are
the height of your container. The height of your container is equal to one cup.
Your group will have to decide how you can measure your ingredients with just
those items available. The spoons available are all equal to one teaspoon.
Your group will need to problem solve if there are measurements smaller or
larger than that. This is the only measurement tool available when it comes to
measurements using teaspoons or tablespoons.

Discuss what it is you will

need to do before you start to make your recipe. Be sure to listen to each
other's ideas about what to do. Read the recipe directions carefully.
(Teacher Note: Students need to figure out that, by folding the paper cut to the
height of the jars, they will be able to measure ingredients accurately. For
example, if the measurement is 1/3, the students problem solve together by
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folding the paper into thirds. They would hold the paper up to the jar and pour
the appropriate ingredient into the jar up to the first fold.)

lntrapersonal Fractions

Materials needed: Paper stapled together or small notebooks
Directions: You don't have to look very far for fractions. Keep a journal
this week. Record any fractions that you see. Where did you see them? How
were fractions used? What was the most interesting example of fractions that
you found? This can be shared with class members at the end of the week.

Student Responses/Teacher Reflections
Once students completed the fraction unit of study, they journaled about
the multiple intelligence approach to learning concepts. All of the students
commented on the enjoyment they felt when working at the different center
activities. Some mentioned they liked doing things with their hands. Others
stated that it gave them a chance to explore and discover how fractions were
used in many ways. One child had the revelation that it gave him the chance to
try things with which he sometimes has trouble. Another child felt it gave her the
chance to get to know more about her friends. A few children commented that
they liked the idea of going to a center and using their strengths and abilities to
create a product. The students made the connection that fractions are
everywhere you look. Some even noted that they learned about what they were
able to do well.
From a teacher's perspective, the students learned fraction concepts and
had fun at the same time. They also learned about the Ml theory and the many
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ways that they are intelligent. Students seemed to realize that we are all
blessed with many intelligences but may not be adept at all of them. It may take
time and experiences to develop their intelligences.
In retrospect, the Ml approach to mathematics education provides
opportunities for both students and teachers to develop their intelligences.
Students become directly involved with each of their intelligences as they work
with each Ml mathematics activity. They have the opportunity to develop an
intelligence of their choice, while concurrently exploring the fraction concepts.
Because they have the opportunity to learn concepts in seven different ways,
each child has a better chance of absorbing what is being learned (Campbell,
1992). As teachers strengthen their own intelligences by pulling together a
myriad of activities as they plan, they become creative thinkers as they develop
activities for the variety of perspectives within the classroom. They are also
allowing numerous solutions that will engage more children in active thinking
and learning. This is of great importance, for as Howard Gardner (cited in
Jones, 1996) says: "Ml education is about providing children with those
crystallizing experiences that connect them to something that engages curiosity
and stimulates further exploration." (p.29)
Finally, through the process of connecting Ml theory to teaching of a
basic mathematical concept, the teacher can achieve the goal of children's
awareness of how they learn, as well as what they are learning. Such
connections require creativity, flexibility, and commitment. Rogus (as cited in
Nuzzi, 1996) says:
Teaching is a highly complex activity. In the ideal form, it is
the selfless art of helping others cultivate their gifts and talents.
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It requires discipline and creativity as well as a commitment to
continue developing different instructional approaches until
each student achieves (p. vii).
Each person has been blessed with different God-given talents, abilities,
and skills. All people have a sense of self-worth and dignity that deserves to
stay intact. There are unique and distinct qualities within all humans that have
their roots in God. To provide experiences for students to enhance, or even
bring about recognition of these talents, abilities, and skills brings praise to God
(Nuzzi, 1996). Integrating applications of Ml theory into classroom practice is
one way to provide these experiences for all children.
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Table 1. The Summary of the Seven Intelligences denotes the name of each
intelligence. It also describes the traits, teaching strategies, and instructional
strategies for each intelligence.

Table 1
Summary of the Seven Intelligences
INTELLIGENCES
Linguistic

TRAITS
Ability to use
words effectively,
whether orally or
written.

"TEACHING ACTIVITIES
lectures, discussions, word
games, storytelling, choral
reading, journal writing

*INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
read about it, write about
it, listen to it

Logical-Mathematical

Ability to reason
and distinguish
patterns.

brain teasers, problem solving,
experimenting, mental math,
number games, critical thinking

quantify it, think critically
about it, conceptualize it

Spatial

Ability to perceive
the world
precisely,
manipulate and
transform
perceptions.

visual presentations, art
projects, imagination games,
mind-mapping, visualization

see it, draw it, visualize it,
color it, mind-map it

Bodily-Kinesthetic

Ability to use the
body to problem
solve and
communicate.

hands-on learning, drama,
dance, sports that teach,
tactile activities, relaxation
exercise

build it, act it out, touch it,
dance it

Musical

Ability to recognize
pitch, rhythms,
melody, and tones.

rapping, songs that teach

sing it, rap it, listen to it

Interpersonal

Ability to understand
other people.

cooperative learning, peer
tutoring, simulations, community
involvement.

teach it, collaborate on it,
interact with respect to it

lntrapersonal

Ability to know and
understand oneself.

individualized instruction,
independent study

connect it to personal lite,
make choices with regard to it

~
"Tl

~
0
::::r.

* Teaching Activities and Instructional Strategies drawn from (Armstrong, 1994) p.52.
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Julie K. Biddle, Associate Editor_ .
Dr. Biddle is director of the publications office in thfUniversity of Dayton's ·
Sc~ool ·o{Education. She also serves as ~o-~ditor of the.Jo11mal for a /11.;t ai11I
Caring E,f11catio11. She was a teacher and administrator
in a private. urban school
.
.
for more than a decade. She. is a former AERA/Spencer fellow and has_ special
interests in teaching and research on programs and policies for young children
and their families. Dr. Biddle is committed to strengthening relationships·
among the church, schools, and community social services agencies and
actively participates on several community advisory boards.
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